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PROVIDING A CORRECTED VIEW BASED ON THE POSITION OF A USER

WITH RESPECT TO A MOBILE PLATFORM

BACKGROUND

[0001] One of the users enabled with the knowledge of the location of a portable

electronic device, typically determined using a satellite position system (SPS), such as

the well-known Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) system or Global Navigation

Satellite System (GNSS), along with on board motion sensors, is augmented reality

(AR) applications. Augmented reality combines real-world imagery with computer

generated data, such as graphics or textual information. In order to properly align the

computer generated data with the intended object in the image, the location of the

imaging device must be known. When the imaging device has a fixed position, such a

television camera, the location of the imaging device can be easily determined. With a

mobile device, however, the location must be tracked.

[0002] The location of imaging device used in AR applications, however, does not take

into account the relationship of the user with the camera. Thus, while the AR overlay

data may be aligned with the image of the real world, the AR overlay data, as well as

the image of the real world may not be properly aligned with the real world. Fig. 8, by

way of example, illustrates a conventional mobile platform 10 with a display 11 shown

an image 12 of the stars in the Big Dipper constellation along with an AR image 14 that

is rendered over the image of stars. The image 12 of the stars may be an image captured

by a camera on the mobile platform 10 or an AR generated image. Fig. 8 also illustrates

real world stars 16 forming a portion of the Big Dipper constellation, some of which are

hidden behind the mobile platform 10. As can be seen, the image 12 of the stars and the

AR image 14 are not aligned with the real world stars 16. Thus, alignment of the

displayed images and computer generated data with the real world is left to the user,

many of whom find this task distracting and difficult.

SUMMARY

[0003] A mobile platform displays a corrected view of an image and/or augmented

reality (AR) data based on the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform.

The information to be displayed may be an image or video frame of the environment



captured with a forward facing camera as well as AR data, such as text or graphics,

which may be displayed by itself or over the image. The corrected view is produced by

determining a position of the user with respect to the mobile platform using an image of

the user from a backward facing camera. For example, the position of the user within

the image can be used to determine the position of the user with respect to the mobile

platform and the line of sight between the user and the mobile platform. The position of

the user with respect to the mobile platform is used to determine the portion of the

display information to be displayed that is aligned with the mobile platform so that the

displayed AR information is aligned with the line of sight between the user and the

mobile platform so that the displayed information is aligned with the real world

environment. Additionally, the distance between the user and the mobile platform may

be used to determine the portion of the display information to be displayed. The

distance between the user and the mobile platform may be determined, e.g., using a

biometric analysis of the user within the image.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

[0004] Figs. 1A and IB illustrate a front side and back side, respectively, of a mobile

platform capable of displaying a corrected view of display information based on the

position of the user with respect to the mobile platform.

[0005] Fig. 2 illustrates a top view of a conventional mobile platform, a user, and the

environment, where the mobile platform is held perpendicular to the line of sight.

[0006] Fig. 3 illustrates another top view of a conventional mobile platform, a user, and

the environment, where the mobile platform is held rotated with respect to the line of

sight so that the displayed image is not aligned with the line of sight of the user.

[0007] Fig. 4 illustrates a top view of a mobile platform, a user, and the environment,

where the mobile platform is held rotated with respect to the line of sight, but the

mobile platform corrects the view to display an image of the environment that is aligned

with the line of sight.

[0008] Fig. 5 illustrates an image of the environment captured by the forward facing

camera of the mobile platform and shows the cropped portion of the image that is



aligned with the line of sight of the user in Fig. 4 to form the image that is displayed by

the mobile platform.

[0009] Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the mobile platform similar to Fig. 4, where the distance

between the user and the mobile platform is determined and used to adjust the field of

view of the displayed image.

[0010] Fig. 8 illustrates a conventional mobile platform with an image and augmented

reality data unaligned to the real world environment.

[0011] Figs 9 illustrates a mobile platform that corrects the view that is displayed based

on the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform so that the displayed

image and augmented reality data are aligned to the real world environment.

[0012] Fig. 10 is a block diagram of a mobile platform that corrects the view that is

displayed based on the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform.

[0013] Fig. 11 is a flow chart showing a method of correcting the view that is displayed

by the display of the mobile platform based on the position of the user with respect to

the mobile platform.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] Figs. 1A and IB illustrate a front side and back side, respectively, of a mobile

platform 100, capable of displaying a corrected view of display information based on

the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform 100. The display

information may include an image of the environment captured by the mobile platform,

where a captured image includes a single image, e.g., photograph, or one or more

frames of video. The display information may also or alternatively include augmented

reality (AR) data, such as text or graphics, that is rendered to be displayed by the mobile

platform. By correcting the view of the information that is displayed, the display

information, e.g., the captured image and/or AR data, is aligned with the real world

environment.

[0015] As used herein, a mobile platform refers to any portable electronic device such

as a cellular or other wireless communication device, personal communication system

(PCS) device, personal navigation device (PND), Personal Information Manager (PIM),



Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), or other suitable mobile device. The mobile platform

may be capable of receiving wireless communication and/or navigation signals, such as

navigation positioning signals. The term "mobile platform" is also intended to include

devices which communicate with a personal navigation device (PND), such as by short-

range wireless, infrared, wireline connection, or other connection - regardless of

whether satellite signal reception, assistance data reception, and/or position-related

processing occurs at the device or at the PND. Also, "mobile platform" is intended to

include all electronic devices, including wireless communication devices, computers,

laptops, tablet computers, etc. which are capable of AR.

[0016] The mobile platform 100 is illustrated as including a housing 101, a display 102,

which may be a touch screen display, as well as a speaker 104 and microphone 106.

The mobile platform 100 further includes a forward facing camera 112 to image the

environment and a backward facing camera 110 to image the user. Based on the image

of the user from the backward facing camera 110, the orientation of the mobile platform

100 with respect to the user can be determined, from which the line of sight between the

user and the mobile platform 100 and/or the desired field of view to be displayed may

be determined. Based on position of the user with respect to the mobile platform 100,

the display information to be displayed on display 102 may be corrected so that it is

aligned with respect to the real world.

[0017] Fig. 2 illustrates atop view of a conventional mobile platform 10 (foreshortened

in this view) and a user 120 and also illustrates the real world environment 130 being

imaged by the mobile platform 10 as letters "A", "B", and "C". Fig. 2 also illustrates

the field of view 113 of the forward facing camera 112 (Fig. IB). A line of sight 122

between the user 120 and the mobile platform 10 is illustrated with a broken line

extending from the user 120 through the mobile platform 10 and into the environment

130 intersecting the letter "B". In Fig. 2, the mobile platform 10 is held in a non-rotated

manner so that the mobile platform 10 is held perpendicular to the line of sight 122, i.e.,

9=90°. In other words, the field of view 113 of camera 112 and the line of sight 122 of

the user 120 are aligned. Accordingly, the portion of the environment 130 that is shown

on display 102 is along the line of sight 122, as illustrated by the letter "B" appearing as

the displayed image 123.



[0018] Fig. 3 illustrates another top view of the conventional mobile platform 10, user

120 and environment 130, but with the mobile platform 100 rotated with respect to the

line of sight 122 of the user 120 so that the mobile platform 10 is not perpendicular to

the line of sight 122, i.e., θ≠90°. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the displayed image 125

produced when the mobile platform is rotated with respect to the line of sight 122 is

centered on the field of view 113, in this example, the letter "A", even though the line of

sight 122 of the user 120 is directed towards a different portion of the environment 130,

i.e., the letter "B". Accordingly, the displayed image 125 is not aligned with the real

world environment 130 from the perspective of the user 120.

[0019] Fig. 4 illustrates a top view of mobile platform 100, which is capable of

displaying a corrected view based on the position of the user 120 with respect to the

mobile platform 100. Fig. 4 is similar to Fig. 3, but illustrates the field of view 111 of

the backward facing camera 110, which images the user 120. Using the image of the

user 120 from the backward facing camera 110, the mobile platform 100 can determine

the position of the user 120 with respect to the mobile platform 100. Based on the

position of the user 120 with respect to the mobile platform 100, the portion of the

environment 130 that is along the line of sight 122 between the user 120 and the mobile

platform 100 may be determined and displayed. For example, using facial recognition,

mobile platform 100 can determine the position of the user 120 in the image produced

by the backward facing camera 110. As shown in Fig. 4, the user 120 is off the center

of the field of view 111, indicated by line 124, by an angle φ . The center line 124 of the

field of view 111, for example, may be based on the center point between the eyes of

the user 120, which can be easily found based on facial recognition. The line of sight

122, accordingly, is off center from the field of view 114 of the forward facing camera

112 by approximately the same angle φ , in the opposite direction. Using the off-center

angle φ of the user 120, or equivalently the position of the user 120 within the image, or

line of sight 122, the mobile platform 100 can correct the image captured by the field of

view of camera 112 so that the portion of the environment 130 that is displayed is

aligned with the line of sight 122, illustrated by the letter "B", appearing as the

displayed image 126. The displayed image 126 may be produced, e.g., by cropping the

image captured by the camera 112. In other words, instead of displaying the entire

image captured by the camera 112, the image is cropped to display only the portion that



is aligned, i.e., centered on, the line of sight 122. Fig. 5, by way of example, illustrates

the entire captured image 128 of the portion of the environment 130 in the field of view

114 of the camera 112 and shows the cropped portion of the image that is aligned with

the line of sight 122 that forms the displayed image 126. It should be understood that

mobile platform 100 may correct the view of the mobile platform 100 for vertical

rotation, i.e., variation in pitch or elevation, in the same manner.

[0020] Additionally, the field of view to be displayed, i.e., the portion of the image that

is aligned with the line of sight 122, may be adjusted based on the distance between the

user 120 and the mobile platform 100. Figs. 6 and 7, for example, illustrate the mobile

platform 100 similar to Fig. 4, where the distance between the user 120 and the mobile

platform 100 is determined and used to adjust the displayed field of view. For example,

Fig. 6 shows a greater distance D l between the user 120 and the mobile platform 100

and, accordingly, shows a relatively narrow field of view 116 resulting in displayed

image 128, while Fig. 7 shows a smaller distance D2 between the user 120 and the

mobile platform 100 and, accordingly, shows a relatively wider field of view 118

resulting in a different displayed image 129. The distance between the user 120 and the

mobile platform 100 may be determined, e.g., using the camera's autofocus range finder

or using a biometric analysis based on a calibrated or estimated distance between the

eyes or the width the head of the user 120. With the use of biometrics, a one-time

calibration procedure may be performed to accurately determine the distance to a

particular viewer, where the calibration data could be associated with the identity of the

viewer using facial recognition. Other methods of determining distance from the

mobile platform 100 to the user 120, e.g., using other sensors may be used as well or in

the alternative. Thus, the portion of the environment 130 centered on the line of sight

122 to be displayed is determined using the distance between the user 120 and the

mobile platform 100.

[0021] Fig. 9 is similar to Fig. 8, discussed above, but shows the mobile platform 100

displaying a corrected view with respect to the real world environment. Similar to Fig.

8, Fig. 9 illustrates the real world stars 16 forming the Big Dipper constellation, some of

which are hidden behind the mobile platform 100. Fig. 9 also shows a corrected view of

the image 200 of the stars and the AR data 202, including graphics and text, based on

the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform 100 so that the image 200



and AR data 202 is aligned with the real world stars 16. The image 200 of the stars may

be an image captured by camera 112 or may be an AR generated image.

[0022] Fig. 10 is a block diagram of a mobile platform 100 that corrects the view based

on the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform 100 so that the displayed

information, i.e., captured image and/or AR data, is aligned with the real world

environment. The mobile platform 100 includes the forward facing camera 112 and the

backward facing camera 110 as well as a user interface 150 that includes the display

102 capable of displaying images captured by the cameras 110, 112. The user interface

150 may also include a keypad 152 or other input device through which the user can

input information into the mobile platform 100. If desired, the keypad 152 may be

obviated by integrating a virtual keypad into the display 102 with a touch sensor. The

user interface 150 may also include a microphone 106 and speaker 104, e.g., if the

mobile platform is a cellular telephone.

[0023] The mobile platform 100 may optionally include additional features that may be

helpful for AR applications, such as a motion sensor 158, e.g., including accelerometers,

gyroscopes, electronic compass, or other similar motion sensing elements and a satellite

positioning system (SPS) receiver 159 capable of receiving positioning signals from an

SPS system. Mobile platform 100 may include other position determination methods

such as object recognition using "computer vision" techniques. Of course, mobile

platform 100 may include other elements unrelated to the present disclosure, such as a

wireless transceiver.

[0024] The mobile platform 100 also includes a control unit 160 that is connected to

and communicates with the cameras 110 and 112 and user interface 150, along with

other features, such as the motion sensor 158 and SPS receiver 159 if used. The control

unit 160 accepts and processes data from the cameras 110 and 112 and controls the

display 102 in response. The control unit 160 may be provided by a processor 161 and

associated memory 164, hardware 162, software 165, and firmware 163. The mobile

station 100 may include an image processor 166 for processing the images from the

cameras 110 and 112 and a facial recognition unit 167 to identify the position of the

user in the image from backward facing camera 110. The control unit 160 may further

include a graphics engine 155, which may be, e.g., a gaming engine, to render desired



AR data in the display 102. Together, the image processor 166 and facial recognition

unit 167 may be used to determine the position of the user with respect to the mobile

platform 100, while the image processor 166 may then be used to appropriately modify

the image from the forward facing camera 112. The graphics engine 155 may retrieve

AR data from storage (e.g., in memory 164) that is within the field-of-view aligned with

the line of sight of the user based on the position of the user with respect to the mobile

platform 100. The image processor 166, facial recognition unit 167 and graphics engine

are illustrated separately from processor 161 for clarity, but may be part of the processor

161 or implemented in the processor based on instructions in the software 165 which is

run in the processor 161. It will be understood as used herein that the processor 161

can, but need not necessarily include, one or more microprocessors, embedded

processors, controllers, application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), digital signal

processors (DSPs), and the like. The term processor is intended to describe the functions

implemented by the system rather than specific hardware. Moreover, as used herein the

term "memory" refers to any type of computer storage medium, including long term,

short term, or other memory associated with the mobile platform, and is not to be

limited to any particular type of memory or number of memories, or type of media upon

which memory is stored. Herein, the phrase "at least one of A and B" means at least

one A, at least one B, or some combination of A and B.

[0025] The methodologies described herein may be implemented by various means

depending upon the application. For example, these methodologies may be

implemented in hardware 162, firmware 163, software 165, or any combination thereof.

For a hardware implementation, the processing units may be implemented within one or

more application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), digital signal processors (DSPs),

digital signal processing devices (DSPDs), programmable logic devices (PLDs), field

programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), processors, controllers, micro-controllers,

microprocessors, electronic devices, other electronic units designed to perform the

functions described herein, or a combination thereof.

[0026] For a firmware and/or software implementation, the methodologies may be

implemented with modules (e.g., procedures, functions, and so on) that perform the

functions described herein. Any machine-readable medium tangibly embodying

instructions may be used in implementing the methodologies described herein. For



example, software codes may be stored in memory 164 and executed by the processor

161. Memory may be implemented within or external to the processor 161.

[0027] If implemented in firmware and/or software, the functions may be stored as one

or more instructions or code on a computer-readable medium manufactures. Examples

include computer-readable media encoded with a data structure and computer-readable

media encoded with a computer program. Computer-readable media includes physical

computer storage media. A storage medium may be any available medium that can be

accessed by a computer. By way of example, and not limitation, such computer-

readable media can comprise RAM, ROM, Flash Memory, EEPROM, CD-ROM or

other optical disk storage, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or

any other medium that can be used to store desired program code in the form of

instructions or data structures and that can be accessed by a computer; disk and disc, as

used herein, includes compact disc (CD), laser disc, optical disc, digital versatile disc

(DVD), floppy disk and blu-ray disc where disks usually reproduce data magnetically,

while discs reproduce data optically with lasers. Combinations of the above should also

be included within the scope of computer-readable media.

[0028] Fig. 11 is a flow chart showing a method of correcting the displayed view based

on the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform so that the displayed

information is aligned with the real world environment. As illustrated in Fig. 11, the

position of the user with respect to the mobile platform is determined (302). As

discussed above, the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform may be

determined by imaging the user 120 with the backward facing camera 110. The

position of the user 120 in the image is determined, from which the position of the user

with respect to the mobile platform may be determined, e.g., as an off-center angle φ or

otherwise.

[0029] Display information for the environment is provided (304), which may be, e.g.,

an image of the environment as captured by the forward facing camera 112 and/or AR

data that is to be rendered on the display. The position of the user with respect to the

mobile platform is used to determine a portion of the display information that is to be

displayed that is aligned with a line of sight between the user and the mobile platform

(306). For example, as discussed above, the portion of the image of the environment



may be cropped so that the portion of the image aligned with the line of sight between

the user and the mobile platform is retained while the remainder of the image is

removed. For AR data, the field-of-view for the portion of the AR data to be displayed

may be determined based on the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform

100, as well as the position and orientation of the mobile platform 100, e.g., with respect

to a global reference frame, which may be determined based on SPS receiver 159 and

on-board motion sensor 158 (Fig. 10). The field-of-view is passed to a database, e.g.,

stored in memory 164, to retrieve any AR data within the field-of-view. The AR data is

then formatted for display and then overlayed on the captured image or simply

displayed on the display 102 (no overlay).

[0030] The portion of the display information that is along the line of sight of the user

120 is then displayed on the display 102 (308). Thus, when the mobile platform 100 is

not perpendicular to the line of sight, i.e., the mobile platform is facing a direction that

is not along the line of sight, the displayed image will be aligned with the line of sight.

[0031] Although the present invention is illustrated in connection with specific

embodiments for instructional purposes, the present invention is not limited thereto.

Various adaptations and modifications may be made without departing from the scope

of the invention. Therefore, the spirit and scope of the appended claims should not be

limited to the foregoing description.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:

determining a position of a user with respect to a mobile platform;

providing display information for an environment, the display information

comprising at least one of an image of the environment and augmented reality data;

using the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform to determine a

portion of the display information to display that is aligned with a line of sight between

the user and the mobile platform; and

displaying the portion of the display information that is aligned with the line of sight

between the user and the mobile platform when the mobile platform is facing a direction

that is not along the line of sight.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein displaying the portion of the display

information that is aligned with the line of sight between the user and the mobile

platform comprises at least one of displaying a portion of the image, displaying

augmented reality data, and displaying augmented reality data over the portion of the

image.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the position of the user with respect

to the mobile platform comprises:

capturing an image of the user with a backward facing camera on the mobile

platform; and

analyzing the image of the user to determine the position of the user within the

image.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining a distance between the mobile platform and the user; and

using the distance between the mobile platform and the user to further determine the

portion of the display information to display, wherein an increased portion of the

display information is displayed when the distance between the mobile platform and the

user is decreased.



5. The method of claim 4, wherein determining the distance between the mobile

platform and the user comprises:

capturing an image of the user with a backward facing camera on the mobile

platform; and

analyzing the image of the user using biometrics to determine the distance

between the mobile platform and the user.

6. The method of claim , wherein providing display information for an

environment comprises capturing an image of the environment with a forward facing

camera on mobile platform.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein using the position of the user with respect to the

mobile platform to determine a portion of the display information to display comprises

cropping the image of the environment to produce the portion of the image that is

aligned with the line of sight.

8. The method of claim , wherein using the position of the user with respect to the

mobile platform to determine a portion of the display information to display comprises

determining a field of view based on a position and orientation of the mobile platform

and the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform, and retrieving

augmented reality data based on the field of view.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the mobile platform comprises a forward facing

camera to capture an image of the environment and a backward facing camera to

capture an image of the user in order to determine the position of the user with respect

to the mobile platform.

10. A mobile platform comprising:

a forward facing camera;

a backward facing camera;

a processor connected to receive data from the forward facing camera and the

backward facing camera;

memory connected to the processor;



a display connected to the memory; and

software held in the memory and run in the processor to cause the processor to

determine a position of a user with respect to the mobile platform based on an image of

the user captured by the backward facing camera, provide display information for an

environment, the display information comprising at least one of an image of the

environment captured by the forward facing camera and augmented reality data, use the

position of the user with respect to the mobile platform to determine a portion of the

display information to display that is aligned with a line of sight between the user and

the mobile platform, and to display the portion of the display information on the display.

11. The mobile platform of claim 10, wherein the portion of the display information

that is displayed comprises at least one of a portion of the image, augmented reality

data, and augmented reality data over the portion of the image.

12. The mobile platform of claim 10, wherein the software causes the processor to

analyze the image of the user to determine the position of the user with respect to the

mobile platform.

13. The mobile platform of claim 12, wherein the software causes the processor to

analyze the image of the user using biometrics to determine a distance between the

mobile platform and the user and use the distance between the mobile platform and the

user to further determine the portion of the display information to display, wherein an

increased portion of the display information is displayed when the distance between the

mobile platform and the user is decreased.

14. The mobile platform of claim 10, wherein the software causes the processor to

use the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform to determine a portion of

the display information to display by cropping the image to produce the portion of the

image that is aligned with the line of sight.

15. The mobile platform of claim 12, wherein the software that causes the processor

to use the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform to determine a portion

of the display information to display comprises software to determine a field of view



based on a position and orientation of the mobile platform and the position of the user

with respect to the mobile platform and wherein the software causes the processor to

retrieve augmented reality data based on the field of view.

16. A system comprising:

means for determining a position of a user with respect to a mobile platform;

means for providing display information for an environment, the display

information comprising at least one of an image of the environment and augmented

reality data;

means for using the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform to

determine a portion of the display information to display that is aligned with a line of

sight between the user and the mobile platform; and

means for displaying the portion of the display information that is aligned with the

line of sight between the user and the mobile platform when the mobile platform is

facing a direction that is not along the line of sight.

17. The system of claim 16, wherein the means for displaying the portion of the

display information that is aligned with the line of sight between the user and the mobile

platform displays at least one of a portion of the image, augmented reality data, and

augmented reality data over the portion of the image.

18. The system of claim 16, wherein the means for determining the position of the

user with respect to the mobile platform comprises:

means for capturing an image of the user with a backward facing camera on the

mobile platform; and

means for analyzing the image of the user to determine the position of the user

with respect to the mobile platform.

19. The system of claim 16, further comprising:

means for determining a distance between the mobile platform and the user; and

means for using the distance between the mobile platform and the user to determine

the portion of the display information to display, wherein an increased portion of the



display information is displayed when the distance between the mobile platform and the

user is decreased.

20. The system of claim 19, wherein the means for determining the distance

between the mobile platform and the user comprises means for biometrically analyzing

an image of the user capturing with a backward facing camera on the mobile platform to

determine the distance between the mobile platform and the user.

21. A non-transitory computer-readable medium comprising program code, which,

when executed by a computer, cause the computer to perform operations, the program

code comprising:

program code to determine a position of a user with respect to a mobile platform

based on an image of the user captured by a backward facing camera;

program code to provide display information for an environment, the display

information comprising at least one of an image of the environment captured by a

forward facing camera and augmented reality data;

program code to use the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform

to determine a portion of the display information to display that is aligned with a line of

sight between the user and the mobile platform; and

program code to display the portion of the display information for the

environment that is aligned with the line of sight when the mobile platform is facing a

direction that is not along the line of sight.

22. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 21, wherein the program

code to determine the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform comprises

program code to analyze an image of the user captured with a backward facing camera

on the mobile platform to determine the position of the user within the image and to use

the position of the user within the image to determine the position of the user with

respect to the mobile platform.

23 . The computer-readable medium of claim 21, further comprising program code to

determine a distance between the mobile platform and the user wherein the program

code to use the position of the user with respect to the mobile platform to determine the



portion of the display information to display further comprises program code to use the

distance between the mobile platform and the user to determine the portion of the

display information to display, wherein an increased portion of the display information

is displayed when the distance between the mobile platform and the user is decreased.
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